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The stichomythic exchange between Kadmos and Agave at Euripides’ Bacchae 1262-

1300 (tr. Kovacs), in which father coaches his daughter to (re)cognition of whose head 

she holds in her hands, is a chillingly memorable script. The richly woven texture of this 

passage, whose strands we will explore, suggest its standing as a purple patch, yet at the 

same time it is at the epicentre of the dénouement of the action of Euripides’ Bacchae. It 

is in fact one of a handful of passages from Greek drama deemed worthy by Goethe for 

translation.1  

(1) Ag. tiv d’ ouj kalw'" tw'nd’ h] tiv luphrw'" e[cei;  

What part of this causes you disgrace or pain? 

Ka. prw'ton me;n ej" tovnd’ aijqevr’ o[mma so;n mevqe".  

First turn your eye to the heavens. 

Ag. ijdouv: tiv moi tovnd’ ejxupei'pa" eijsora'n;               

(looking up) There! What did you mean that I should look at? 

Ka. e[q’ auJto;" h[ soi metabola;" e[cein dokei';  

Does it seem the same to you or altered? 

Ag. lamprovtero" h] pri;n kai; dieipetevstero".   

It is brighter than before and clearer.  

Ka. to; de; ptohqe;n tovd’ e[ti sh'/ yuch'/ pavra;   

Does your mind still feel giddy?  

Ag. oujk oi\da tou[po" tou'to. givgnomai dev pw"  

I don’t know what you mean. But I am coming somehow 

e[nnou", metastaqei'sa tw'n pavro" frenw'n.   1270     

to my senses and have abandoned my former frame of mind 

Ka. kluvoi" a]n ou\n ti kajpokrivnai’ a]n safw'";  

Will you hear me and answer truly? 

Ag. wJ" ejklevlhsmaiv g’ a} pavro" ei][pomen, pavter.  

Yes: I have forgotten what we said before, father. 

Ka. ej" poi'on h\lqe" oi\kon uJmenaivwn mevta;   

To what household did you come at your marriage? 

Ag. Spartw'/ m’ e[dwka", wJ" levgous’,  jEcivoni.  

You married me to Echion, one of the Sown Men, they say. 

                                                 
* Research for this paper was funded in part by ISF grant 648/08. 
1  Goethe translates a longer passage, from Kadmos’ introductory rhēsis (v.14 of the Artemis 

Verlag edition of his collected works, ‘Übertragungen’, pp. 294-297). Phaethon is the only 

other extended Euripidean passage he translates.  
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Ka. tiv" ou\n ejn oi[koi" pai'" ejgevneto sw'i povsei;  

Well, what son was born in that house to your husband? 

Ag. Penqeuv", ejmh'/ te kai; patro;" koinwniva/.  

Pentheus, his father’s son and mine. 

Ka. tivno" provswpon dh't’ ejn ajgkavlai" e[cei";  

Whose head do you have in your hands then? 

Ag. levonto", w{" g’ e[faskon aiJ qhrwvmenai. 

The hunters told me it is a lion’s. 

Ka. skevyai nun ojrqw'": bracu;" oJ movcqo" eijsidei'n.  

Look at it properly: the effort of doing so is slight. 

Ag. e[a, tiv leuvssw; tiv fevromai tovd’ ejn ceroi'n; 1280 

Ah, what am I seeing? What is this that I carry in my hands? 

Ka. a[qrhson aujto; kai; safevsteron mavqe.   

Look at it, get surer knowledge. 

Ag. oJrw' mevgiston a[lgo" hJ tavlain’ ejgwv.   

Great woe is what I see, unhappy me! 

Ka. mw'n soi levonta faivnetai proseikevnai;  

Does it seem like a lion to you? 

Ag. ou[k, ajlla; Penqevw" hJ tavlain’ e[cw kavra.  

No: in my misery I hold Pentheus’ head! 

Ka. wj/mwgmevnon ge provsqen h] se; gnwrivsai.  

Yes, it was mourned before you even recognized it. 

Ag. tiv" e[ktanen nin; pw'" ejma;" h\lqen cevra";  

Who killed him? How did he come into my hands? 

Ka. duvsthn’ ajlhvqei’, wJ" ejn ouj kairw'/ pavrei.  

Unhappy truth, how untimely you have come! 

Ag. levg’, wJ" to; mevllon kardiva phvdhm’ e[cei.  

Speak: my heart leaps at what is to come! 

Ka. suv nin katevkta" kai; kasivgnhtai sevqen.  

You killed him, you and your sisters. 

Ag. pou' d’ w[let’; h\ kat’ oi\kon; h] poivoi" tovpoi"; 1290  

Where did he perish? At home, or where? 

Ka. ou|per pri;n  jAktevwna dievlacon kuvne".  

In the place where Actaeon was torn apart by dogs. 

Ag. tiv d’ ej" Kiqairw'n’ h\lqe dusdaivmwn o{de;  

Why did the poor man come to Cithaeron? 

Ka. ejkertovmei qeo;n sav" te bakceiva" molwvn.  

He meant to mock the god and his rites by going there. 

Ag. hJmei'" d’ ejkei'se tivni trovpwi kathvramen;  

But how did we get there? 

Ka. ejmavnhte, pa'sav t’ ejxebakceuvqh povli".  

You were out of your wits, and the whole city was possessed by Bacchus. 

Ag. Diovnuso" hJma'" w[les’, a[rti manqavnw.   

Dionysus has destroyed us: now I realize this. 

Ka. u{brin <g’> uJbrisqeiv": qeo;n ga;r oujc hJgei'sqev nin  

Yes, he had been deeply insulted: you did not consider him a god       
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Ag. to; fivltaton de; sw'ma pou' paidov", pavter;  

Where is the dear body of my son, father? 

Ka. ejgw; movli" tovd’ ejxereunhvsa" fevrw.   

(pointing to stretcher) Here: I bring it after a difficult search. 

Ag. h\ pa'n ejn a[rqroi" sugkeklh/mevnon kalw'";   1300   

Has it been properly fitted together, limb with limb? 

This passage is not a recognition scene in the usual sense of long-lost relatives 

rediscovering each other, but rather in the sense, perhaps, of self-recognition by Agave, 

whom we find in a state of denial, of trauma, of crisis, of blurry vision — of duvsgnoia, 

perhaps painted with touches of ajlogiva, ajfrosuvnh, e[kplhxi", tavragma frenw'n or 

some other nuanced state confused with, or subsumed under the unmarked term maniva: 

Agave holds the head of Pentheus her son, but sees a lion’s head. After leading a 

divinely sent and frenzied sparagmov" of her own son, she finds herself in an altered 

cognitive state in which her mind does not process in a rational way external sensory or 

emotional stimuli, a state in which her memory recall is compromised; a state in which 

her sense of knowing and understanding is unassertive, shaky, hesitant. 

Other investigations2 have sharpened for us the notion that we cannot superimpose 

our distinctions of rational and irrational on the distinctions the Greeks might have 

drawn; and that the conception of mania vis-à-vis lack of logic and lack of rational 

thinking is internally varied within the Greek sources and the sectors of culture they 

represent.  

Geoffrey Lloyd, in his observations on ‘madness’ in Revolutions of Wisdom (1987, 

21, n. 67) emphasizes that ‘the irrational’ may be madness or some other cognitive 

dysfunction. Four types of mania are famously enumerated, classified and defined in 

Plato Phaedrus 244b: mantic, telestic, poetic and erotic. Erotic mania will be touched on 

later in this talk.3 

Von Staden discusses the challenges of such a distinction between rational and 

irrational in the specific case of Galen. He elicits (2003, 19 with n. 19) examples of 

Galen’s use of the term a[logo" in contexts of ridicule. Some factors which make 

Galen’s attitude seem equivocal, or complex, are his change of heart over the course of 

                                                 
2   The immediate reference here is to other talks at the conference held in memory of Martin 

Ostwald, in particular by M. Finkelberg (this volume, pp. 101-108), and H. Versnel (‘Split 

personalities: on the desperate over-contextuality of Greek gods’). In an important article 

brought to my attention during final proofs by P.G.McC. Brown and by D. Gera, Devereux 

emphasizes the relevance of Agave’s self-professed state, under the term ajfrosuvnh. 

Devereux illuminates the credibility of Euripides’ stichomythic psychotherapy scene in its 

medical details as well as its dialogue technique, which corroborates professional practice to 

this day. Devereux focuses on strategy in the dialogue, whereas in the present study I 

compare and contrast the format and phraseology with other dialogue templates mainly in 

literary sources. Moreover, Devereux’s interest is in the therapy of the word, whereas the 

concern in the current paper is primarily on diagnosis by word (see n. 35 below). 
3   I will not discuss prophetic mania in this context. The interplay between mnhvmh and telestic 

or poetic maniva were presented in a talk at the conference mentioned in n. 2 above, and are 

discussed in Ustinova (this volume, pp. 109-132). 
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time, and his allegiance to Platonistic traditions, as well as the subtle connotations of the 

term daemon within this tradition. Von Staden shows that Galen’s conception harked 

back to a Platonic definition of the rational actions of the soul as divine: the daivmwn 

figures in Galen very often as a source for inspiration of his most ingenious ‘thoughts, 

discoveries, and writings’.4 

Dols (1992, 5) proposes three models for what we call ‘madness’: (i) a pathological 

condition, dysfunction of the brain; (ii) social deviation; and (iii) intelligibility (breach 

of rules of reason, deprivation of rationality). 

All three threads are woven together in the passage from Euripides’ Bacchae under 

discussion. 

*** 

A careful reading of the wording, the phrasing, the rhetoric and the structure of passage 

(1) exposes several stereotypical models of dialogue used in literary compositions, often 

as well-worn Bauformen, or predictable scripts — stemming from genuinely functional 

roles, but often evolving into almost ritualized exchanges performed by actors or 

interlocutors in prefabricated roles.  

The three dialogal situations I hope to extract from the wording in (1) above are: 

(i) a father leading his daughter to a recognition of the bitter, sobre truth — that she 

holds the head of her dear son in her arms; 

(ii) a philosopher-educator leading a novice or a slow student through the 

challenging catechism from ignorance to comprehension, and 

(iii)  a doctor uncovering true signs of a patient’s condition, in order to arrive at a 
successful professional diagnosis, here of a cognitive breakdown due to trauma or 

mental disturbance. 

All three models of exchange are woven into this rich literary brocade — in the 

traditional spirit of contrapuntal blending of belles-lettres and technical compositions. 

When reading passage (1) above, I open by observing the stichomythic format of this 

dialogue, which is also marked, I may add, by signposts at its open and close, the words 

kalw'" at lines 1263 and 1300. This verbal frame is part of the formal arsenal of 

Ringkomposition, and is a nice artistic touch no less than a vital function of signaling or 

signposting the beginning and end of this passage.5 

                                                 
4   Von Staden, 2003, 35. Galen’s concern with his own lot (no pun intended) as a successful 

practitioner, innovator, teacher, and ideologue are the object of another study on his 

intellectual ego, agonistic rhetoric, and professional status, as seen through reflexive 

comments in his own writings, through the reception of his persona in the bio-doxographical 

tradition, and through the role of doctors as conventionalized in the literature of the Second 

Sophistic period: ‘Verbal Hybris, Professional Ego, and hjqopoiiva in Greek and Arabic 

Sources: the case of the doctor-philosopher Galen’ (in preparation). 
5   Verbal echoes framing Ringkomposition may be very precise, such as kalw'" in our passage 

from the Bacchae. A lexical rather than cognate echo is used in another Euripidean passage, 

from the Hippolytus. Within the lengthy messenger speech (1173-1254), the description of 

Poseidon sending the bull in a tumultuous wave opens (1201-1202) with the words e[nqen 

ti" hjcw; cqovnio", wJ" bronth; Diov", / baru;n brovmon meqh'ke, frikwvdh kluvein: (‘There a great 
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The stichomythia is associated with a range of motifs or scene-types in drama; 

Schwinge for example has identified the use of this Bauform by Euripides with a number 

of narrative and other situations, but also with scenes of ajnagnwrismov" (of the type 

standard in drama and prose fiction between long-lost live relatives).6 

This scene is analyzed in depth by Schwinge (1968, 411-433) in its larger dramatic 

context as well as in that of the immediately surrounding text. Schwinge carries to 

another level the comparison made by earlier commentators with the Hercules Furens. 

Wilamowitz ad HF 1089 identifies very precise parallels with phrases and motifs in this 

passage of the Bacchae, with special reference of the awakening from madness. 

Hercules awakens in a monologue (‘Erwachensmonolog’; lines 1089-1108), and his 

stichomythia with his father Amphitryon follows after he is ‘awake’. An observation 

introduced and emphasized by Schwinge (1968, 414 n. 145) which is relevant to our 

discussion is the deliberately sought after effect of stichomythic form in the Bacchae 

passage (1968, 413-414), and more broadly the contrast between the effect of the 

dialogue mode in the Bacchae scene and the monologue in the Hercules awakening. 

Another difference emphasized by Schwinge is that Kadmos takes on the task of 

bringing Agave back to her senses;7 whereas Herakles has already come to his senses by 

the time his stichomythic exchange with his father begins,8 all that is left for 

Amphitryon is to release Herakles from his duvsgnoia. 

The first move made by Kadmos to lead Agave from her altered state to a state of 

awareness is to summon her sight (1263: prw'ton me;n ej" tovnd’ aijqevr’ o[mma so;n mevqe"). 

Agave agrees to cooperate (ijdouv:).  
Kadmos’ next move reminds us of the second type of script — the paedagogical 

exchange — and in particular of the type portrayed in Plato’s Swkratikoi; lovgoi 
between an insistent teacher and an often aporetic disciple. Agave’s father Kadmus 

                                                 
noise in the earth, like Zeus’ thunder, roared heavily. It made one shudder to hear it!’ tr. 

Kovacs). This close of this section of the messenger speech (perhaps an “Exkurs” if we 

follow the analytic methods and terms of van Otterlo in his study on Ringkomposition) is 

clearly signaled: by a verbal repetition of the formidable effect (frikw'de"), and by a lexical 

repetition of the echoing sonic boom in 1201 (hjcwv) by another expression for resonance in 

1216 (ajntefqevggeto). The sentence is worth quoting in full (1215-16): ou| pa'sa me;n cqw'n 

fqevgmato" plhroumevnh / frikw'de" ajntefqevggeto ... (‘The whole land was filled with its 

bellowing and gave back unearthly echoes’, tr. Kovacs). This parallel from Euripides is one 

that arbitrarily comes to mind. Van Otterlo, 1944, discusses Ringkomposition in Epic, 

Tragedy, and Herodotus.  
6  Schwinge, 1968, 235-267, using the Iphigeneia at Tauris as a prototypical example. See his 

reference, on p. 236, n. 90, to research on ajnagnwrismov" in general and in tragedy, not only 

in stichomythia. 
7   Schwinge, 1968, 413: ‘Kadmos aber macht sich an die schwere Aufgabe, sie zur Vernunft 

zurückzubringen, und dafür wählt er verständlicherweise die Form des Dialogs, die es ihm 

ermöglicht.’ 
8   Schwinge, 1968, 416, proposes in his analysis that when Herakles awakens he refers to 

himself as suffering from frenw'n tavragma (a term echoing Iris’ reference to him in line 

836), which is closer to duvsgnoia (line 1007, end of Erwachensmonolog) than to maniva: a 

rupture between past and present (according to Schadewaldt, quoted by Schwinge). 
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wants to ascertain whether she sees things realistically or not (1266: e[q’ auJto;" h[ soi 
metabola;" e[cein dokei';). On another level, this alternative question smacks of Socratic 

interrogation: oJ aujto;" h] ...; and with the very words sometimes used in moments of 

ajporiva in Socratic dialogue, Agave answers his next question about her giddiness with 

her own admission of ajporiva (1269: oujk oi\da tou[po" tou'to). 

Agave will slip in and out of relative degrees of comprehension and apprehension 

until the punch-line at 1296, a[rti manqavnw, at the end of the dialogue, and her more 

reasonable answers will be attenuated by expressions such as pw" (1269), givgnomai dev 
pw"  e[nnou",  and idioms for ‘so to speak, as they say’, such as wJ" levgous’ (1274), w{" 

g’ e[faskon (1278). These are mannerisms of Athenian urbanitas used almost 

involuntarily,9 and, here, deliberately chosen and placed applications of these alternative 

expressions — paradoxically unstable and cautious at the same time. 

Kadmos’ next question (1271) hails from the third dialogue template, that of the 

medical examination:  kluvoi" a]n ou\n ti kajpokrivnai’ a]n safw'"; 

Clear answers to medical questioning are one of the vital tools of diagnostics whether 

of conditions of the body or the mind, all within the medical purview.10 Agave 

acquiesces (gev) but admits loss of memory (ejklevlhsmai 1272). As we shall see below, 

memory is one of the important faculties tested by this diagnostic tool, so, although 

Dodds does not cite any medical literature in his commentary ad locum, he does refer 

briefly to amnesia during altered states. Questions of identity of the patient are used to 

this day to confirm or test the state of his cognitive faculties: Kadmos asked Agave 

whom she married and who her child is. Devereux discusses both partial amnesia (1970, 

37) and self-identification as well as the psychotherapeutical move of resocialization 

(1970, 42). 

Kadmos’ moves veer between the personal, the paedagogical, and the medical. Those 

of Agave are on a cycle between confused and less confused, cognizant and less 

                                                 
9   The formal signs of urbanitas (e.g. uses of the potential optative, attenuative and ironic uses 

of the indefinite pronouns ti"/ti, approximating of quantities, hedging expressions such as 

wJ" e[po" eijpei'n, dokei' moi, kinduneuvw, oi\mai et sim.) are collected and located in the study 

of Lammermann (1935) within the intellectual and cultural contexts which were the 

breeding ground for what later evolved into involuntary mannerisms of urbane style, the 

Athenian ajsteismov". Superimposed on the rhetorical-pragmatic dimension, the evasiveness 

of Agave’s answers may be interpreted on a psychotherapeutical one, as suggested by 

Devereux (1970, 43, and 44-45). 
10   See n. 35 below. Medical procedure is mentioned by Schwinge (1968, 419) in the context of 

Kadmos’ request for Agave (1262) to raise her eyes. Schwinge does not refer however to 

ancient descriptions of medical procedure and his observation, though correct, remains 

metaphorical (‘Pazientin’, p. 421), or impressionistic ad hoc detail in a comment which 

serves to explain the deliberate choice of stichomythic form for this questioning: ‘Er spricht 

— jetzt nur noch in einem Vers, läßt also das Gespräch zur Stichomythie warden und schafft 

sich so, … eine erfolgreiche Durchführung seines Unternehmens. Damit aber, daß er seine 

Aufforderung mit prw'ton einleitet, zeigten, daß er gleichsam einne medizinische 

Behandlung beginnt, die er Schritt vor Schritt zu vollziehen gedenkt.’ For ancient medical 

sources referred to specifically and explicitly in similar contexts see Wilamowitz ad HF 

1108 and n. 13 below.  
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cognizant, perspicuous and unclear. Just as we think she is approaching recognition, 

answering correctly the identification questions of marital and family status, there is a 

setback: she identifies the head in her hands as that of a lion: levonto", w{" g’ e[faskon aiJ 
qhrwvmenai. Kadmos insists on delivering the answer maieutically skevyai nun ojrqw'" 

(1279), or a[qrhson aujto; kai; safevsteron mavqe (1281). The expression safevsteron 

mavqe is a verbal motif in Socratic dialogues of this type.11 

Agave finally admits full recognition (after a “leading question”): ou[k, ajlla; 
Penqevw" hJ tavlain’ e[cw kavra (‘in my misery I hold Pentheus’ head!’). This is the 

climax of the passage, in the primary function of recognition, and it resounds with the 

timbre of the phraseology of ajnagnwrismov" dialogues, which are either stichomythic or 

antilabic, such as those given in passage (2) below. 

*** 

At the moment when brother and sister, husband and wife, or mother and son, long-lost 

beloved relatives are reunited, they often say ‘I hold you’ ‘e[cw se’. In what follows I 

bring the example from Sophocles’ Electra when Electra finds Orestes:12 

(2) S. El. 1226: El. e[cw se cersivn; :: Or. wJ" ta; loivp’ e[coi" ajeiv. ... (1285) El. nu'n d’ e[cw 

se. 

‘El. Do I hold you in my arms? :: Or. So may you always hold me! … (1285) El. Now I 

hold you’ (transl. Lloyd-Jones). 

This is parodied in Menander Aspis 508 and Misoumenos 214, both passages damaged to 

the point where the context is unclear. 

The remainder of the dialogue in passage (1) from the Bacchae brings Agave fine-

tuning her awareness, and her closing admission a[rti manqavnw (1297).  

If the salient phrase of an ajnagnwrismov" is represented here by ajlla; Penqevw" hJ 
tavlain’ e[cw kavra (1284), the salient phrase of a Socratic paedagogic ‘rite de passage’ is 

represented by the following cycle: admission of ajporiva (oujk oi\da tou[po" tou'to. 
1269),13 followed by an admission of memory loss (ejklevlhsmai 1272), and then by 

                                                 
11  See Shalev 2011, section viii.2, pp. 264-267 for more details about parallels in Platonic 

dialogues. 
12   Compare the phrase in Iphigeneia’s lines to Orestes in the IT, and Admetos to Alkestis in 

Euripides’ Alkestis, where formulaic elaboration of ajevlptw" is added: E. Alc. 1134: Ad. w\ 
filtavth" gunaiko;" o[mma kai; devma" / e[cw s’ ajevlptw", ou[pot’ o[yesqai dokw' (‘Ad.: O face 

and form of the wife I love, I have you back / against all expectations, never thinking to see 

you again.’ Tr. Kovacs). Compare also the words of Electra to Orestes: e[cw s’ ajevlptw" in 

E. El. 579, and Kreousa > Ion s’ e[cw in E. Ion 1440. 
13  In the HF parallel (or near-parallel, due to the different distribution between 

Erwachensmonolog and stichomythia) compare 1108: safw'" ga;r oujde;n oi\da tw'n eijwqovtwn. 
Wilamowitz makes a very important reference to Hippoc. Morb. sacr. 17, naming ajporiva 

and ajgnwsiva symptoms of mental distress. I prefer, with Wilamowitz, the lectio safw'" 

which echoes the turn of phrase often used in Socratic paedagogical catechism and similar 

exchanges, e.g. R. 392d7: e[ti devomai safevsteron maqei'n, compared below with Bacch. 

1281: safevsteron mavqe. 
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correct answers to identification questions; by ajporiva, and ultimately by admission of 

comprehension (a[rti manqavnw 1296). 

The phrase a[rti manqavnw is a recurring phrase, if not a phrase figée, in dramatic as 

well as in prose dialogues of recognition and of comprehension. Schwinge does not 

devote any place to this in his monograph on stichomythia, but many commentators on 

Alc. 940, for example (where it also occurs at the end of an iambic trimeter stivco"), 

discuss this turn of phrase in its dramatic role. Some parallels which may or may not be 

parodic suggest that this phrase might have been recognized as formulaic or typecast.14 

*** 

The template of ups and downs of ‘getting it’ recurs not infrequently in Plato,15 and I 

give an extended example in (3) below from the most elaborate specimen, the third book 

of the Republic, where Socrates initiates Adeimantos into the knowledge of the dangers 

of mivmhsi":  

(3) And Adeimantus said, I don’t understand what you mean by this. 
Well, said I, we must have you understand. Perhaps you will be more likely to 

apprehend it thus (i[sw" ou\n th'/de ma'llon ei[sh/). Is not everything that is said by fabulists 

or poets a narration of past, present, or future things?  

What else could it be? He said. (tiv gavr, e[fh, a[llo;) 

Do not they proceed either by pure narration or by a narrative that is effected through 

imitation, or by both? 

392d7  

[A.] This too, he said, I still need to have made plainer (kai; tou'to, h\ d’ o{", e[ti devomai 
safevsteron maqei'n).  
[S.] I seem to be a ridiculous and obscure teacher (didavskalo"), I said. So, like men who 

are unable to express themselves I won’t try to speak in wholes and universals but will 

separate off a particular part and by the example of that try to show you my meaning  

(Geloi'o", h\n d’ ejgwv, e[oika didavskalo" ei\nai kai; ajsafhv": w{sper ou\n oiJ ajduvnatoi 
levgein, ouj kata; o{lon ajll’ ajpolabw;n mevro" ti peiravsomaiv soi ejn touvtw/ dhlw'sai o} 
bouvlomai).  
Tell me (kaiv moi eijpev), do you know (ejpivstasai) the first lines of the Iliad in which the 

poet says that Chryses implored Agamemnon to release his daughter, and that the king 

was angry, and that Chryses, failing of his request, imprecated curses on the Achaeans in 

his prayers to the god?  

[A.] I do (e[gwge). 

[S.] You know then (oi\sq’ ou\n) that as far as these verses, … 

393d2 

                                                 
14   The following passages would repay further investigation: from comic drama, Ar. Lys. 1008; 

Com. Adesp. 257.16 CGFPR; from prose, Luc. Lexiph. 25.5; Sat. 18.9. Alongside these 

precise parallels are many passages with less close wording — Platonic dialogue offers no 

precise parallels for this phrase. 
15   See for example Soph. 262a9; Euthphr. 10a4. I draw a more detailed comparison within a 

fuller inventory of parallel passages in my upcoming study on dialogue technique. 
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And lest you may say again that you don’t understand, I will explain to you how this 

would be done  

(i{na de; mh; ei[ph/" o[ti oujk au\ manqavnei", o{pw" a]n tou'to gevnoito ejgw; fravsw). 
If Homer, after telling us that Chryses came with the ransom of his daughter and as a 

suppliant of the Achaeans but chiefly of the kings, had gone on speaking not as if made or 

being Chryses but still as Homer, you are aware that it would not be imitation but 

narration, pure and simple.  

It would have been something in this wise. I will state it without meter for I am not a 

poet  

(ei\ce d’ a[n w|de pw" — fravsw de; a[neu mevtrou: ouj gavr eijmi poihtikov"). 
The priest came and prayed … he prayed that the Achaeans should suffer for his tears by 

the god’s shafts. It is in this way, my dear fellow, I said, that without imitation simple 

narration results. 

394b2 

[A.] I understand, he said (manqavnw, e[fh). 

[S.] Understand then, said I, that the opposite of this arises when one removes the 

words of the poet between and leaves the alternation of speeches 

(Mavnqane toivnun, h\n d’ ejgwv, o{ti tauvth" au\ ejnantiva givgnetai, o{tan ti" ta; tou' poihtou' 
ta; metaxu; tw'n rJhvsewn ejxairw'n ta; ajmoibai'a kataleivph/). 
[A.] This too I understand, he said. It is what happens in tragedy (kai; tou'to, e[fh, 
manqavnw ...). 
[S.] You have conceived me most rightly ( jOrqovtata ... uJpevlabe"), I said, and now I 

think I can make plain to you what I was unable to before, that there is one kind of poetry 

and taletelling which works wholly through imitation, as you remarked, tragedy and 

comedy, and another which employs the recital of the poet himself, best exemplified, I 

presume, in the dithyramb, and there is again that which employs both, in epic poetry and 

in many other places, if you apprehend me (eij moi manqavnei"). 

394c6 

[A.] I understand now, he, said, what you then meant ( jAlla; sunivhmi, e[fh, o} tovte 

ejbouvlou levgein). 
(tr. Paul Shorey). 

This passage cuts in after a protracted exchange between Socrates and Adeimantos 

where the student seems to understand his teacher, as expressed by an apparent variatio 

of a string of affirmative moves: pavnu me;n ou\n — dhladhv —  eu\ me;n ou\n e[fh — oi\da — 

ojrqw'", e[fh, uJpevlabe" — ajlhqevstata, e[fh. 
After such stellar success of teacher and clear comprehension of disciple, just as we 

settle into a routine of easygoing, unproblematic, almost monotonous prehension, there 

is a setback — in a twist which follows the typical, almost stereotypical rhythm of ups 

and downs in such paedagogical catechism as put to life in some of Plato’s Socratic 

dialogues. When Socrates moves in this dialogue from the topic of lovgoi (tales) to that 

of levxi" (diction), Adeimantos is stumped, and the house of cards comes tumbling down 

in an admission of incomprehension (tou'to, h\ d’ o{", ouj manqavnw o{ti levgei" 392d1). 
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Here, as in analogous passages, Socrates, like a good teacher,16 offers to produce a 

clearer explanation (i[sw" ou\n th'/de ma'llon ei[sh/). 
Adeimantos asks for an even plainer explanation, kai; tou'to, h\ d’ o{", e[ti devomai 

safevsteron maqei'n, echoing the very same phrase in 1281 of the Bacchae passage, 

safevsteron mavqe. Thereupon Socrates illustrates (dhlwvsw) by transposing the opening 

of the Iliad into a prose, indirect discourse dihvghsi" aJplh'.17 

So, after the arduous uncompromising travail, with a rhythm of ‘yeses’, then ‘I don’t 

understand’ … ‘not yet’, comes repeated affirmation in manqavnw … kai; tou'to manqavnw 

and finally sunivhmi. 
We leave now the literary ajnagnwrismov" and the paedagogical maiveusi", and shift 

our angle onto the subtlest of echoes, the minor chord in this symphony, the medical 

questioning.  

*** 

The remainder of this article will focus on medical questioning in one form or another in 

tradition and in texts – with special reference to the interplay between the two, in 

technical-theoretical texts (e.g. the Quaestiones medicales of Rufus of Ephesus in [4] 

below or the De praecognitione of Galenus in [7] below), and in belles-lettres (e.g. Plato 

Phaedo in [5] below, or Heliodorus Aithiopika in [6] below). The passage from Rufus in 

(4) will be discussed in detail, with special reference to the Greek terminology for 

‘questioning’ and to the format of questions which this implies, as well as to the 

interrelations of this terminology with the terms used to refer to questioning in logic, a 

discipline at the basis of Galenic and other medical theory and practice. The article will 

close with a brief presentation of a passage translated from Arabic (from Epistles of the 

Brethren of Purity, in [8] below) which is a literary tale embedded in an encyclopedic 

text, and which includes a medical questioning scene (in the context of diagnosing 

altered mental state) with strong echoes from the Quaestiones of Rufus. 

 The earliest, perhaps only surviving free-standing handbook on medical questioning 

is Rufus of Ephesus’ treatise Quaestiones medicales. Rufus was 50 years Galen’s senior, 

putting him in the first century AD, and under the long shadow of Galen. If this 

composition by Rufus is the earliest such handbook on anamnesis technique to survive, 

                                                 
16  Bad teachers normally offer increasingly louder, more impatient repetitions of the same 

explanation rather than rewording or presenting using a different technique. 
17  This passage and the reformatting (fravsi") are discussed in Shalev (2011), viii.2, esp. pp. 

266-267, with Platonic parallels for the dramatic pattern given in n. 92, and for promises of a 

clearer rephrasing in n. 93. For a parallel from drama see the example from P. Hib. I. 22-26: 

:: ouj manqavnw / sou t[o;]n lovg[on. / :: ajll’ wJ" sunhvsei" / rJa/divw" ejgw; f[ravsw≥]. / ejpei; ga;r 

h\lqon ... (‘::  I don't understand your argument (or: story? what you say?). :: Then let me 

rephrase it  so you will understand it more easily: After I arrived…’). See Fraenkel 1912, 43 

ad locum, where he brings this passage (identified by him as Euripidean) as an example of 

transition from dialogue (colloquium) to continuous rJh'si" for presenting a temporally linear 

narrative (longior narratio totam rem secundum temporis ordinem explicare). Fraenkel does 

not, however, bring into discussion the Platonic parallels or the change of method of 

presentation as a paedagogical “plan b” after the catechism enters an impasse. 
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this is surely not to say that routines for questioning patients were not in use much 

earlier.18 Even if Euripides did not draw on some solidified template, he must have been 

drawing on common practice spontaneously generated but often repeated. Here is the 

passage in its context: 

(4) Rufus of Ephesus, Quaest. med. §1 

ejrwthvmata crh; to;n nosou'nta ejrwta'n, ejx w|n a]n kai; diagnwsqeivh ti tw'n peri; th;n novson 

ajkribevsteron kai; qerapeuqeivh kavllion. prw'ton de; ejkei'no uJpotivqhmi ta;" peuvsei" 

aujtou' tou' nosou'nto" poiei'sqai. Mavqoi" ga;r a]n ejnqevnde o{sa te kata; gnwvmhn nosei' h] 
uJgiaivnei oJ a[nqrwpo" kai; rJwvmhn aujtou' kai; ajsqevneian, kai; tivna ijdevan novsou kai; tivna 

tovpon peponhkw;" ei[h. eij me;n ga;r ejfexh'" te ajpokrivnoito kai; mnhmonikw'" kai; ta; 
eijkovta kai; mhdamh' sfallovmeno" mhvte th'/ glwvtth/ mhvte th'/ gnwvmh/ kai; eij kaq’ oJrmh;n th;n 

oijkeivan — eij mevn ejstin a[llw" kovsmio", pravw" kai; kosmivw", oJ d’ au\ fuvsei qrasu;" h] 
deilo;" qrasevw" h] dedoik<ov>tw" — tou'ton me;n crh; nomivzein ta; gou'n kata; gnwvmhn 

kalw'" e[cein. eij de; kai; a[lla su; me;n ejrwta'/", oJ de; a[lla ajpokrivnoito kai; eij metaxu; levgwn 

ejpilanqavnoito, aiJ de; tromwvdei" kai; ajsafei'" glw'ssai kai; aiJ metastavsei" ajpo; tou' 
ajrcaivou trovpou pro;" to; ejnantivon, pavnta tau'ta parakroustikav. kai; kwvfwsi" de; tou' 
kavmnonto" ou{tw" ti shmaivnetai ...  

One ought to ask the patient questions (ejrwthvmata), from which a more exact 

understanding might be reached of something involving the illness and be treated in a 

better way. First of all, I want to present the questions (peuvsei") to be asked of the patient. 

For you may find out to what extent the man is mentally ill or sound, as well as his 

strength or weakness, and what form of illness and in what locus he is suffering. For if he 

answers in an orderly manner, and not forgetfully and reasonably (eij me;n ga;r ejfexh'" te 

ajpokrivnoito kai; mnhmonikw'" kai; ta; eijkovta) and not wavering either in language (th'/ 
glwvtth/) or in thought. If otherwise he is well-mannered (kovsmio"), [answering in a] soft-

spoken way, another — insolent and cowardly by nature [answers] insolently or fearfully 

— this man one must consider to fare well regarding his mental capacities. However, if 

you ask one thing but he answers another, and if in mid-speech he forgets, and the 

unstable and unclear words, as well as the shifts from his erstwhile manner to an opposite 

manner, all of this applies to delirium. Yet also hardness of hearing of the patient 

manifests itself in this way more or less… 

 

The importance of questioning is detailed in the opening chapter of Rufus’ Quaestiones, 

and it is well worth taking pause over the terminology he uses: ‘One ought to ask the 

                                                 
18  According to Jouanna,1999, 135, ‘A handbook on how to question patients seems not yet to 

have existed in Hippocrates’ time’. On pp. 134-136, Jouanna discusses the dialogue between 

doctor and patient, bringing references to instructions for doctors on how to speak, as well as 

how to listen. ‘Conversation’ is one of the courtesies a doctor must offer (Hippoc. Epid. VI). 

This is just one of many references brought by Jouanna, who distinguishes Hippocratic 

emphasis on dialogue rather than rhetoric: ‘… the originality of the Hippocratic manner of 

speaking [not in rhetoric]. It consisted in initiating a dialogue with the patient for the 

purpose of collecting information about the diagnosis or prognosis of the illness …’. 

Jouanna adduces the text of Hippoc. Progn. 2.7.16. Devereux, 1970, 36-37, suggests that 

Euripides may have witnessed ‘genuine psychotherapies administered to maenads’. 
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patient questions (ejrwthvmata), from which a more exact understanding might be 

reached (diagnwsqeivh a[n ajkribevsteron)’. 
In the very next sentence Rufus refers to these questions as peuvsei". This variety in 

usage, first ejrwthvmata, then peuvsei", is not a facile variatio, tempting as such an 

observation may be. In fact, in works on logic where lovgo" is sorted and classified, and 

fine distinctions are made, sometimes laboriously, a mutually exclusive distinction of 

essence between the two may be in the making: ejrwvthma is used for sentence “yes-no” 

and alternative questions (‘Is it raining?’, ‘Is it raining or not?’) whereas puvsma or 

peu'si" for constituent “wh” questions (who? what? where? when? etc.). In fact, 

however, this distinction (ejrwvthma for “yes-no questions”, puvsma for “wh questions”) is 

not itself so clear-cut or mutually exclusive.19 A differentia which suggests itself is 

ejrwvthma (and cognate verbs and adjectival terms) unmarked and thus, although used 

most repeatedly to refer to “yes-no questions”, also used to refer to “wh questions”; and 

puvsma (and cognates) as marked for “wh questions”.   

One may easily be tempted to consider it an unfair demand on a medical man to 

maintain the rigourous terminological distinctions legitimately expected of a theoretical 

logician. And yet, on an ideological level, it is important — for ancient physicians, being 

philosophers was an ideal, and being versed in logic was a sine qua non for success. A 

fortiori:  jIhtro;" ga;r filovsofo" ijsovqeo".20 This is preached more famously in Galen’s 

Why the best doctor is also a philosopher.21 Galen himself wrote on logic, and is even 

credited with having innovated a type of syllogism, but I did not find in his Institutio 

                                                 
19  Theoreticians were not so consistent: See Shalev, 2008, esp. 254, but also passim for a brief 

discussion of the types of questions and their definitions in theoretical literature, with special 

reference to the variety of terms for reference to the distinct types: the Peripatetic or 

Sophistic sources adduced (Ari. Po. XIX. 1456b10, Protagoras apud Diogenes Laertius 9.54 

— passages [5] and [2] respectively in Shalev, 2008) are not specific; the Stoic source 

adduced (Diocles quoted in D.L. 7.66-67 — passage [3] in Shalev, 2008) distinguishes the 

two types by the two terms; and a Neoplatonic commentator of Aristotle uses the unmarked 

term ejrwthmatiko;" lovgo" with general reference to questions but giving as an example a 

“wh-question” (Ammonius ad Ari. De int. — passage [10] in Shalev, 2008). Some 

derivative references (e.g. progymnastic works) show the same consistency of taxonomy and 

terminology as seen first among Stoics (see Shalev, 2008, n. 69); thus also the much later 

derivative sources, such as the seventh-century(?) Anonymous Coislinianus (See CAG iv.5 

ed. Busse, p. xxii). Yet there is not enough evidence to determine whether there are trends of 

chronology or philosophical school. Moreover, more work needs to be done on the internal 

variety and consistency of authors such as Ammonius.   
20  Hippoc. Decent. § 5 (vol. ix, p. 232 Littré); see also Littré’s introduction, p. 225, for more on 

this shibboleth. 
21  o{ti oJ a[risto" ijatro;" kai; filosofov". This treatise reflects a long cultural tradition rather 

than an individual original argument of Galen. In this context I refer to a comment in 

Daremberg-Rouelle (1879: xxvi) on the philosophical or epistemological method used by 

Rufus in Quaest. med. in anticipation of Galen: ‘C’est une application très-intéressante de la 

méthode dogmatique ou rationnelle exposée depuis par Galien.’ See also their quotation of 

Gal. De sect. iii in n. 1 ad locum.   
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logica any definitions or discussions of question types.22 On another level, the questions 

which Rufus instructs to ask are prominently “wh questions”, peuvsei" or puvsmata: 

‘When first? What? How often? How much?’. The structure of Rufus’ treatise and the 

organization of its contents have been well observed and analyzed,23 and will below 

prove pivotal for identifying traces and influences of Rufus’ text (and perhaps suggest 

the existence of a traditional sequence for conducting diagnostic interrogations).  

I would like here to close my observations on the so-called variatio in Rufus’ 

terminology in the prooimion to the Quaestiones medicales with an account of the 

format of the suggested questions he prescribes. This will show, I hope, that Rufus 

follows the usage in most texts on logic,24 namely employing ejrwvthma and cognates as 

the unmarked terms for questions, mainly sentence questions (“yes-no” and 

“alternative”), but also occasionally constituent questions (“wh”); and puvsma or 

cognates as marked terms, exclusively referring to sentence-constituent questions 

(“wh”).  

An exhaustive tally of the questions prescribed by Rufus in his Quaestiones 

medicales shows this differentia saliently: from section 1125 until the end of the 

prescriptions, forms of the verb punqavnomai are used to frame suggested questions eight 

times, and forms of the verb ejrwtavw are used to frame such questions more than thirty 

times: this sharp majority alone suggests ejrwtavw as a source for unmarked terms. A 

closer inspection of the content framed by these expressions further corroborates this 

distinction:  

The questions suggested within the punqavnomai frame are never formatted as 

sentence (“yes-no”) questions: they are either absolute,26 imply information-seeking, or 

frame indirect but explicit constituent (“wh”) questions, with interrogative openers such 

as oJpoi'a in § 63: ... oi|on ei[ ti" ajfivkoito eij" th;n xevnhn, punqavnesqai crh; peri; tw'n 

                                                 
22   For Galen’s logic and dialectics, see Barnes, 1991, with many valuable and stimulating 

suggestions for further research in the dialogue technique of some of the passages in his case 

studies, and with special reference to the interface between literary, paedagogical, and 

technical models. 
23  For a thorough and systematic summary of the content and account of the order and structure 

of the composition, see Sideras, 1994, 1143-1147 (section titled ‘Aufbau und 

Inhaltsübersicht’). See also Gärtner’s observations in his commentary of the treatise, p. 12-

13, and passim.  
24  The evidence suggests (but may not be sufficient to prove) that Stoics, exceptionally, make 

mutually exclusive use of the two terms. 
25   Sections 1-10 form the prooimion, which is more rhetorical and polemical, less technically 

“prescriptive”. It has one occurrence of peuvsei" poiei'sqai — §2 (on which see Gärtner’s 

commentary), and five occurrences of terms derived from ejrwtavw — including ejrwthvmata 

in the title of the treatise. 
26  See § 21 less prescriptive than polemical, and § 41, again, not merely prescriptive, but 

emphasizing the added value of interrogation on top of observation of moans of pain which 

may be histrionics (ajlla; e[sti me;n kajx <oi[k>twn diagignwvskein tou;" povnou" tw'n 

nosouvntwn, crh; de; kai; diapunqavnesqai kai; oujde; tou'tov pw" ejxarkei' [kai;] pro;" th;n o{lhn 

diavgnwsin, wJ" polloi; h[dh malakiva/ kai; trufh'/ oujdevn tiv pou ajkomyovteron ojduvnhn 

uJpekrivnanto tw'n ejn tai'" tragw/divai" oijmwzovntwn.) 
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uJdavtwn, oJpoi'av ejsti kai; ei[ tina" ejxairevtou" e[cei dunavmei" oi|ai euJrivskontai pollaiv... 
(‘… for example, if one arrives in a foreign territory, it is necessary to ask what the 

qualities of the water, and — if it possesses any extraordinary features which abound 

plentifully — [one must inquire about them]’).27 

The questions framed by terms derived from ejrwtavw are often sentence questions or 

alternative questions,28 but others are constituent (“wh”) questions,29 and yet others are 

combinations of all types,30 aptly introduced by an unmarked frame.31 

*** 

The purpose of asking is often not solely to obtain the content of the answer, but to 

observe and deduce the state of the patient from the manner of his responding.32 This is 

clearly the aim of Kadmos in questioning his daughter, as analyzed above, and explicitly 

the aim of Amphitryon in questioning his son in HF, to wit, 1121: kai; s’ eij bevbaiw" eu\ 
fronei'" h[dh skopw' (‘I am examining you to see if you are now quite sane’, tr. Kovacs). 

The medical ‘visit’, ‘inspection’, or ‘examination’ is technically termed ejpivskeyi" (see 

below, discussion with passages (5) and following), derived from the same verb used 

here by Amphitryon, skopevw, perhaps not without deliberate intent. 

Answers compos mentis — according to the introductory section of Rufus’ treatise 

(see n. 32 for full wording) — involve features such as order (ejfexh'"), memory 

                                                 
27  Other than §§ 21, 41, and 63 referred to above, the other “wh questions” framed by this verb 

are: content in prepositional phrase § 17 (ejpi; toi'" sumbaivnousi); § 52 (peri; crivsmato" tw'n 

toxeumavtwn). Content in “wh” word, sometimes preceded by prolepsis § 43 (ouj ga;r dhvpou 

tou;" me;n a[llou" paroxusmou;" ajnagkai'on punqavnesqai phvnika givgnontai); § 35 (see n. 31 

with eijdevnai); § 37 (implies o{ti ejdhvdoken, only apparently absolute use of verb).  
28  Alternative sentence questions, e.g. § 37 (ejrwthtevon de; kaiv, eij prosh'rto to; sitivon h] ou[). 

Cf. §§ 15, 18, 21, 46, 50. 
29  Constituent questions, e.g. § 39 (ejrwthtevon de; kai; tiv to; h{diston aujtw'/ tw'n sitivwn). Cf. 

with interrogative openers §§ 11, 14, 21, 36, 38, 39, 41; with verbal nouns and other nominal 

content summary §§ 16, 23, 26, 26 bis, 40, 59, 62; with prepositional phrases §§ 21, 27, 46; 

absolute §§ 22, 37, 54. 
30  Combinations of “wh” and “yes-no / alternative” questions: §§ 26, 28, 44, 60. 
31  Other interesting terms, either borderline frames for indirect question models, or frames for 

‘medical examination’, and ‘diagnostic activity’, which would repay further study, include: 

manqavnw and compounds (§§ 2, 4, 7, 17); eijdevnai (§§ 27, 35, 37) — both verbs introducing 

indirect “wh” questions. Further: tekmaivromai (§§ 38, 41), ajnakrivnw (§§ 49, 55). 
Introducing “yes-no” questions ejxeurivskw (§ 36), ejpiblevpw (§ 42). Most noteworthy: 

spokou'mai (§§ 16, 35). 
32   See passage (4) above: mavqoi" ga;r a]n ejnqevnde o{sa te kata; gnwvmhn nosei' h] uJgiaivnei (‘For 

you may find out to what extent the man is mentally ill or sound’). … eij me;n ga;r ejfexh'" te 

ajpokrivnoito kai; mnhmonikw'" kai; ta; eijkovta kai; mhdamh'/ sfallovmeno" (‘For if he answers 

in an orderly manner and not forgetfully and reasonably, this man one must consider to fare 

well regarding his mental capacities’). 
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(mnhmonikw'") and reasonability (ta; eijkovta). Galen also connects failed memory with 

emotionally charged states.33 

Defining questions via the manner of response is common in later Neoplatonic 

commentaries on the Aristotelian Organon, and such characterization — not of mental 

illness or wellness, but of ethical propriety and social norms (novmoi) — through the 

manner of response, can be found in the descriptions and prescriptions of discourse 

aberrations in Theophrastus’ Characteres or in the more contemporary De garrulitate of 

Plutarch. 

Passage (4) above provides only the introduction of Rufus’ Quaestiones medicales. 

The rest of the composition lists the types of question beginning with onset, individual 

health history, causes, symptoms, secretions, sleeping patterns, dreams, congenital 

conditions, regimen, food intake, pains, etc.34 

Most of Rufus’ oeuvre was epitomized by later medical writers and encyclopedists, 

but the Quaestiones medicales, due to its format, was preserved in its original form. 

Rufus’ technical treatise is imbued with ethical and logical connotations, and we saw 

in (1) above the Euripidean passage woven from many dimensions of dialogue formats, 

including that of the medical examination. 

Diagnostic medical examination relied on observation by the senses35 — which after 

Hippocrates36 included taking the pulse — on analysis of urine and excretions, and on 

questioning. This diagnostic event evolved into a formalized motif in literary texts, just 

as diagnostic procedure and case-studies in the medical literature were peppered with 

fictional elements. 

*** 

                                                 
33   ‘… he mentioned strong emotional states as interfering with attention and so causing the 

memory to fail to register actions and events that occurred during such a state’ (Gal. in 

Hippoc. Epid. III comm. II CMG V.10.1, p.208.17-37). 
34   A systematic précis is provided in Sideras, 1994 (see also n. 23 above). 
35   In the Quaest., reference is made to sight and palpation (§ 50), as well as to hearing (§ 33).  

For a systematic account of diagnostics in Rufus, and the place of anamnesis within the 

larger apparatus, see Sideras, 1994, 1266-1274. On Galen, with special reference to the 

senses, see Nutton, 1993. For diagnosis see, generally, Lloyd, 1987; von Staden, 1989: in 

Hippocrates, Jones, 1943, ix-xiii (introductory essay I, ‘Prognosis’); in Galen, observations 

in Nutton, 1979, introduction and passim; The literature on diagnostics in Galen is abundant. 

See, e.g., García-Ballester, 1994, esp. 1651-1658, for the evidence of the senses in Galenic 

diagnostics, with references. For later medical practices: drawing on Hippocratic and non-

Hippocratic tradition, see, e.g., Wallis, 2000. For a broad historical account, from pre-Greek 

to modern medicine, see Nicholson, 1993.  
36   For the absence of pulse from the diagnostic arsenal in the Hippocratic Corpus, see 

Longrigg, 1998, 144. For ready references to sources designating Praxiteles as prw'to" 

euJrethv" of pulsation in diagnosis, see Longrigg, 1998, 140-141 For in depth analysis and 

interpretation of sources on pulse and the process of its innovation in the history of Greek 

medicine, see von Staden 1989. 
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The medical visit, the examination, ejpivskeyi", often involving question-and-answer 

routines, can be traced in many literary passages. The scene of Socrates’ death in Plato’s 

Phaedo, one of the most touching passages of belles-lettres offers us a prime example: 

(5) Plato, Phaedo 117e: 

kai; a{ma ejfaptovmeno" aujtou' ou|to" oJ dou;" to; favrmakon, dialipw;n crovnon ejpeskovpei 
tou;" povda" kai; ta; skevlh, ka[peita sfovdra pievsa" aujtou' to;n povda h[reto, eij 
aijsqavnoito: oJ d’ oujk e[fh: kai; meta; tou'to au\qi" ta;" knhvma"… 

The man who had administered the poison laid his hands on him and after a while 

examined his feet and legs, then pinched his foot hard and asked if he felt it. He said ‘No’; 

then after that, his thighs … (tr. H.N. Fowler, LCL). 

The general action of inspection, ejpivskeyi" (‘ … examined his feet’, ejpeskovpei tou;" 

povda"), is followed by an elaboration of the specific diagnostic tool, in this case 

interrogation and response (‘… asked if he felt. He said “No”’, h[reto, eij aijsqavnoito: oJ 
d’ oujk e[fh). 

In passage (6) below is an example from an ancient novel, namely the doctor’s visit 

to Charikleia in Heliodorus’ Aithiopika, an ejpivskeyi" including questioning: hjrwvtwn o{ 
ti pavscoi (‘they asked what her pain was’). Here, lack of communication, along with 

pulse and dissociation, lead to a diagnosis of love sickness: 

(6) Heliodorus Aethiopica 4.7: 

oJ de; Cariklh'" eij" th;n uJsteraivan ejntucw;n uJmou' te ei\de, kai; prosdramw;n ejfivlei polla; 
th;n kefalhvn, ... sunecw'" ajnabow'n ‘... ejra'/ Carivkleia.’ ...pro;" tau'ta ejqruptovmhn, 
ajnevspwn te th;n ojfruvn, kai; blakw'de" baivnwn ...e[legon ‘... ajlla; povqen, w\ Carivklei", 
ejrw'san ejgnwrivsate’ ‘soi; peisqevnte"’ e[fh ‘tou;" ga;r eujdokivmou" tw'n ijatrw'n, wJ" 

aujto;" uJpevqou, parakalevsa" h\gon eij" th;n ejpivskeyin, ajmoibh;n th;n prosou'san oujsivan 

uJpiscnouvmeno", ei[ ti duvnainto ejpikourei'n. oiJ de; wJ" tavcista eijsh'lqon, hjrwvtwn o{ ti 
pavscoi. th'" de; ajpostrefomevnh", kai; pro;" me;n ejkeivnou" oujd’ oJtiou'n ajpokrinomevnh", 
e[po" de;  JOmhriko;n sunecw'" ajnabowvsh" ... 

On the next day, when Charicles met me he ran up as soon as he saw me and kissed my 

head again and again, and cried out repeatedly, ‘… Charicleia is in love!’. At this I 

preened myself and arched my brows and paced delicately about. ‘… But Charicles, how 

did you discover that she is in love?’ ‘By your advice’, said he, ‘I called in the most highly 

reputed physicians, as you suggested, to examine her, and promised them all my fortune as 

a fee if they could help her. As soon as they came in they asked what her pain was. She 

turned away and made them no answer at all, but kept repeating a verse from Homer … 

(tr. Moses Hadas). 

This anecdote is told, with some variety, throughout literature,37 for example in 

Plutarch’s biography of Demetrius, in Lucian’s De dea Syria, about Stratonike and 

Antiochus, and in pseudo-Hippocrates about Perdiccas.  

The following passage (7) offers a version by Galen, who tells it with dramatic 

buildup as if it were his own experience and a personal achievement in diagnostic 

                                                 
37   The variety and cross-pollenation of motifs is studied by Rohde, 21900; Mesk, 1913; 

Amundsen, 1974; and Pinault, 1992, among others. 
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expertise. I quote very briefly, repeating the phraseology38 pareklhvqhmen eij" th;n 

ejpivskeyivn … (‘I was called in to see’), the patient’s inability to respond, her body 

language, her covering up, and (not included here, the pulse taking, and the staged 

introduction of characters into the room). 

(7) Galen, Praecogn. 14. 631K  

... o{pw" me;n  jErasivstrato" e[gnw, tou'to levgein oujk e[cw. o{pw" de; aujto;" e[gnwn h[dh soi 
fravsw. pareklhvqhmen eij" th;n ejpivskeyivn tino" gunaiko;", wJ" ajgrupnouvsh" ejn tai'" nuxi; 
kai; metaballouvsh" eJauth;n a[llote eij" a[llo sch'ma kataklivsew", eu|ron d’ ajpuvreton, 
ejpuqovmhn uJpe;r eJkavstou tw'n kata; mevro" aujth'/ gegonovtwn, ejx w|n i[smen ajgrupniva" 

sumbainouvsa". hJ de; movgi", hJ oujd’ o{lw" ajpekrivneto, wJ" mavthn ejrwtwmevnhn 

ejndeiknumevnh kai; to; teleutai'on ajpostrafei'sa, tri'" me;n ejpibeblhmevnoi" iJmativoi" o{lw/ 
tw'/ swvmati skepavsasa pa'san eJauth;n, a[llw/ dev tini mikrw'/ tarantinidivw/ th;n kefalh;n 

e[keito kaqavper oiJ crhv/zonte" u{pnou. cwrisqei;" ou\n ejgw; duoi'n qavteron aujth;n ejnovhsa 

pavscein, h] melagcolikw'" dusqumei'n h[ ti lupoumevnhn oujk ejqevlein oJmologei'n.  

Just how Erasistratus found this out I cannot say: but I shall tell you how I did so. I was 

called in to see a woman who was said to lie awake at night, constantly tossing from one 

position to another. When I found that she was not suffering from fever, I asked about 

each of the details that had happened to her from which we know the presence of 

insomnia. She replied hesitantly or not at all, as if to show the folly of such questions, and 

finally turned over, buried herself completely deep in the blankets, covered her head with 

a small wrap and lay there as if wanting to sleep. On my departure I decided she was 

suffering from one of two things: from a depression caused by black bile or from some 

worry she was unwilling to confess (tr. V. Nutton, CMG V.8.1). 

*** 

This story-motif, whether through the Hippocratic or through the Galenic tradition39 is 

retold often in medieval Arab sources in the doxographers,40 and  — about Ibn Sina — 

also in the Persian medieval tradition.41  

The role of the word in medicine, in medical writing, in writing on deontology, and 

in diagnostics, has been steadily gaining more and more scholarly attention.42  

                                                 
38  See Nutton, 1991, 8, for a remark on the frequency use of the verb skopevw in diagnostic 

passages in Galen.  
39  De praecognitione was translated into Arabic. 
40   E.g. Ibn Ab  U aybi‘a, al-Ruhāw  (these two parallels are given in the first apparatus in 

Nutton’s edition ad locum, see also commentary), and also in the Mun akhab  iwān al-

 ikma, and others.  al-Ruhāw  and the Mun akhab  iwān al- ikma are accessible in English 

to non-Arabists in the translations of Levey, 1967, and Dunlop, 1979, respectively. Most 

recently Ibn Ab  U aybi‘a’s work has appeared in an online English version 

(http://www.tertullian.org/fathers/ibn_abi_usaibia_01.htm) prepared already in the 1950s. 
41  See Ibn Sina’s biography by Ni ām  ‘Ar   , accessible in the English translation of Ed. 

Granville Browne, 1910. 
42  The following are some of the studies dedicated to these aspects of medical writing 

generally or of particular authors: Laín-Entralgo, 1970; Barnes, 1991; García-Ballester, 

1994; van der Eijk, 1997; Mattern, 2008; Petit, forthcoming. 
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Rufus, in Quaestiones medicales, and Galen, in Quod optimus medicus sit quoque 

philosophus, both mention the importance of the word. Galen’s treatise was very 

influential, also in medieval Arab medicine — where its translation was read and 

preserved;43 Arabic medical training and practice as well as theory were very much 

concerned with deontology, and its standardization. 

Although Rufus’ work Quaestiones medicales has not survived in its Arabic 

translation, Ibn Ab  U aybi‘a records that a translation of it was made and must have 

circulated.44 

Homer, Poetry, Herodotus, Drama, Plato, did not survive in the Arabic world, which 

faithfully preserved all of Aristotle, a few passages from Plato, and the Galenic corpus 

including some works which were lost in the Greek. So there is no Arabic version of the 

Bacchae, and could not have been. But we know, even if we do not emphasize it 

enough, that Galen embedded much belletristic material in his medical writings. We saw 

in (4) a well-known and wondrous example.  

This essay started as an interpretation of the technique of the dialogue between 

Agave and Kadmos in Euripides’ Bacchae, and an exposure of personal, paedagogical, 

and medical dialogue templates — through exposure of common phraseology, 

structuring, and motifs. Special reference was then made to the models for diagnostic 

questioning, and their interface with literary conventions — again through exposure of 

common phraseology, structuring, ordering, and motifs. Since the texts involved were 

those of Rufus of Ephesus and of Galen, this essay begged an exploratory sortie into the 

Nachleben of these sources in the medieval Arabic tradition, itself deeply embedded in a 

generic tradition which by convention intertwines the technical and the literary. In this 

context, I would like to close this study with an open-ended offering: a rudimentary 

translation of a ‘Tale of the Persian King’ from a text which is not yet widely accessible 

to most Classicists (at time of press, a translation into English by de Callataÿ and 

Halflants [2011] has come to my attention which I have not yet seen, but will surely 

supercede the translation in [8] below). The Epistles of the Brethren of Purity is a 

written record of the activity of a group of scholars in an open-minded Isma‘ l  milieu in 

tenth-century Ba ra. The Epistles read like a sympotic encyclopedic compilation of 

knowledge peppered with anecdotes, quotations from the  ur’ān, Bible, Midrash, 

 ad th, prophet stories, ‘King Stories’, Indian and Persian lore, science, occult, and 

many other sources, including Neoplatonist ones. The fifty-second (and last) epistle, on 

magic and talismans, brings the translation of the longest passage from Plato in Arabic, 

as well as rich pickings of indirect survivals of Greek lore through the Sabaean and 

 arranian Hermetic traditions. The story which is excerpted in (8) below is one of a 

group of ‘King Stories’, and tells of the spiritual transformation of a king who falls ill 

and goes through a series of revelations mediated by a sage mentor (sheikh). The excerpt 

is from the early part of the story, where his vizier is trying to figure out what ails his 

king, bringing doctors and other consultants: 

                                                 
43  See the edition of Bachmann, 1965, with translation into German and introduction. 
44  For background on Rufus’ life and oeuvre see, for example, Daremberg-Rouelle, 1897; 

Gärtner, 1962. For his Nachleben in the Arabic tradition, see, among others, Sezgin, 1970 

and Ullmann, 1970 and 1994. 
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 (8) … There was among them a great sheikh who had both knowledge and experience, 

and he said: ‘Oh vizier, the disease which resides in the king is known by its 

manifestation, hidden in its inner qualities, and there is nothing like //317// this illness 

except in two situations: one of the two in the soul and the other in the body. That which is 

in the soul may be divided into two parts: one exclusive to the rational soul (nafs nāiqa) 

and the intellectual power (quwwa ‘āqila), and the other exclusive to the animal soul (nafs 

 a  awāni  a) and appetitive instinct (quwwa shahwāni  a) … As for the part special to 

the animal soul and the appetitive force, it is like passion for the bestial form of a woman 

or a youth or maidens, like what befalls a man in love when his beloved is absent, and 

there is an obstruction between him and his beloved, and in him is manifest the bodily 

fatigue which is weakness and change of complexion, the upset of balance and physical 

corruption and perhaps an excess penetrates him which leads him to melancholy, and he 

burns, and the illness reaches the pericardium and he perishes. As for the diseases in the 

body which issue from the four elements, every disease which occurs due to disruption of 

balance, the elements overcome one another, and has symptoms by which this disease is 

identified, and places on which are remedies are applied … and the skillful doctor ought 

not to embark on treating the patient until after asking him about the circumstances 

(al-su’āl lahu ‘an sabbab) for this disease, What it is, How did it come about, From 

where it emerged, What its origin is, whether it is some form of food he overate, Or a 

drink in which he luxuriated, or whether some grief has befallen him, or some worry 

which entered him? Or a condition which preoccupied his heart and his mind, or a 

pleasant attractive image which he saw and which got fixed in his heart, then dissolved 

between him and the figure and prevented him from deriving his pleasures from it. What 

location in his body holds the pain? In which organs the pain is focused? What he desires, 

what [love] story pleased and gratified him, what sound enchants him. So, if the patient 

informs (akhbara) his doctor of any of the things we mention when he asks him and the 

patient is clearminded (sa    al-‘aql), then the seasoned physician increases his 

knowledge thereby, and he corroborates (istashhada) what the patient informs him 

verbally (akhba ahu la  an) with evidence provided by his senses [of observation] (h   iss) 

and the soundness (s   a) of pulse which is indicated and aids him in verifying the 

soundness of what the patient conveys to him. And the doctor seeks indication 

(yastarshidu) according to the speech of the sick man (‘alā qawl  ’l- a   ) and the 

testimony of the pulse …’ (‘Tale of the Persian King’, epistle 52, Epistles of the Brethren 

of Purity, p.317f , Bustān  ed.).  

My main aim in quoting this passage is to present the ‘medical questioning’,45 possibly 

an indirect survival of ‘Quaestiones medicales’ in a literary anecdote embedded in an 

encyclopedic handbook of knowledge. But I added the context of the division of the 

soul: the consultant explains that the illness of the soul resides either in the rational soul 

or the animal soul, whether intellectual or appetitive impulses are involved. Specifically 

love sickness is described in its physical manifestations.  

The role of questioning is given, just as it is in the Quaestiones medicales, as a 

means of distinguishing between a well person and an ill one. On a more practical level, 

the types of questions are also given, in an order not different from that set out in Rufus’ 

                                                 
45  More systematic investigation into the usage of the terms ‘istishhād, istirshād’, which are 

used in this text (printed in bold in (8) above), and the term su’āl, which is found here as 

well as in the more technical text by Ruhāw  (see n. 47 below), may be rewarding. 
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Quaestiones medicales (with the addition of the influence of love stories and pleasant 

spectres). 

We know from Ibn Ab  U aybi‘a that the Quaestiones medicales were translated into 

Arabic and circulated.46 But they have not survived directly. Their influence, even signs 

of the original structure of the treatise are suggested in a medical examination in an 

embedded anecdote, and possibly this is taken from a ninth-century work on medical 

deontology by al-Ruhāw .47 

*** 

There were three strands which were identified in the rich web of the dialogue between 

Agave and Kadmos in Euripides’ Bacchae. All three, the intimately emotional, the 

paedagogical, and the medical, involved the counterpoint between recognition and 

denial, between comprehension and cognitive ajporiva, and between soundness of mind 

and some altered mental state — be it duvsgnoia, ajlogiva, lhvqh, ajfrosuvnh, e[kplhxi", 
tavragma frenw'n or some other nuanced state confused with, or subsumed under the 

term maniva. The power of the word in exposing these states, as well as in leading the 

unwell, the incognizant, and the uncomprehending out of darkness, will always be the 

driving force which propels the drama of the mind, of the soul, of the heart, and of the 

basic instincts of gods, heroes, and mortal humans. 

 

Hebrew University, Jerusalem 

                                                 
46   Ibn Ab  U aybi‘a,  a aqāt al-  i  ā’, I. 34.11 (Müller): treatise on what the physician must 

ask the sick about.  
47  ‘There are many different kinds of differences and contraries between the information given 

him by the patient and what the physician may find. These contraries, which may be 

numerous, are of two types. One is the ignorance of the patient concerning the questions 

asked of him by the physician; the second is what diverts him from the answer. This is 

because some symptoms are known by the senses, and some are perceived by deduction 

known only to the physician. Knowledge of the signs and symptoms of ailments which the 

senses perceive is common both to the physician and patient. … He does not ask the patient 

what is obvious since this would indicate inability and ignorance on the party of the 

physician. He employs special methods of deduction and analogy; …As to what is not 

obviously perceived by the senses, there is a pressing need on the part of the physician to 

determine it by asking questions of the patient or his nursing servant’ (al-Ruhāw ,  da  al-

 a   , chapter 7 [p. 62 Levey, 67b in Arabic ms.] tr. M. Levey).   
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